Abstract. We are investigating a component-based approach for formal design of distributed systems. In this paper, we introduce the framework we use for specification, composition and communication and we apply it to an example that highlights the different aspects of a compositional design, including top-down and bottom-up phases, proofs of composition, refinement proofs, proofs of program texts, and component reuse.
to software design work only if there are systematic methods of proving specifications of composed systems from specifications of components. Further, we would like to propose methods in which the proof obligations for the designer who puts components together is made easier at the expense of the component designer. The idea is that component designers add component specifications, implementations, and proofs into a repository. An implementation of a component may, in turn, be a composition of other components. We want the composer's work to become easier by exploiting the effort in specification, implementation and proof that is invested in building the component repository.
-Mechanical proof checkers and theorem provers can play an important role in building high-confidence repositories of software components, though the widespread use of these technologies may be decades away. The challenge is to develop theories of composition that can be supported by mechanical provers.
Proposition
The basis for our framework is the Unity formalism which provides a way to describe fair transition systems and which uses a small set of temporal logic operators. The formalism is extended with a theory of composition which relies on two forms of composition: existential (a system property holds if it holds in at least one component) and universal (a system property holds if it holds in all components). We also extend standard Unity with a new temporal operator (follows) which allows us to represent asynchronous point-to-point communication at a logical level.
We obtain a simpler framework by restricting its expressive power: we do not deal with all temporal specifications, all forms of composition and all types of communication. However, we need to know if such a framework can be applied to a wide class of problems and if it can be used to develop simple proofs. These two points can be explored by using the framework to design several distributed systems.
Through the example described in this paper, we show that this framework can be used to specify generic and specific components, to describe communication between them, to handle refinement proofs (classical Unity proofs) related to top-down steps, program text correctness proofs ("almost" classical Unity proofs) and compositional proofs related to bottom-up steps. This paper describes a first step towards developing a simple compositional methodology for reactive systems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we define the different aspects of the framework we are using. The following section presents the architecture of a resource allocation example and introduces the required formal steps we have to complete in order to achieve the design. The next sections are each devoted to a part of this design. One proof of each kind (refinement, composition and program text correctness) is given in the paper. All other proofs can be found in the technical report [11] .
Framework
The framework we use is based on a Unity-like logic and programming notation [5, 28, 27] . The traditional Unity form of program composition (union) is used. However, at the logical level, we use the notions of existential and universal properties. A guarantees operator, that provides existential specifications, is introduced [6, 7] . We further extend Unity with an abstraction of communication, based on temporal operators described in [12, 9, 13, 37] .
Basis
A program (describing a component behavior) consists of a set of typed variables, an initially predicate, which is a predicate on program states, a finite set of atomic commands C, and a subset D of C of commands subjected to a weak fairness constraint: every command in D must be executed infinitely often. The set C contains at least the command skip which leaves the state unchanged.
Program composition is defined to be the union of the sets of variables and the sets C and D of the components, and the conjunction of the initially predicates. Such a composition is not always possible. Especially, composition must respect variable locality and must provide at least one initial state (the conjunction of initial predicates must be logically consistent). We use F * G to denote the boolean: Programs F and G can be composed. The system resulting from that composition is denoted by F []G.
To specify programs and to reason about their correctness, we use Unity logical operators as defined in [28, 27] . However, when dealing with composition, one must be careful whether to use the strong or the weak form of these operators. The strong (sometimes called inductive) form is the one obtained when wp calculus is applied to statements without using the substitution axiom [5, 28, 27] . The weak form is either the one obtained when the substitution axiom is used or the one defined from the strongest invariant (which are equivalent) [34, 28, 27] . Strong operators are subscripted with S and weak operators are subscripted with W. No subscript means that either form can be used. The strong form of an operator is logically stronger than the weak form. We give the definitions of temporal operators in terms of the program text:
where SI denotes the strongest invariant of the program (i.e. the conjunction of all invariants).
The leads-to operator, denoted by → , is the strongest solution of:
For any set of predicates S:
Note that transient has no weak form and leads-to has no strong form, and that always is the weak form of invariant (which is strong).
X ·F means that property X holds in program F . Traditionally, monotonicity is expressed with a set of stable properties. In order to avoid the repetition of this set of stable properties, we define the shortcut:
which means that x never decreases in F in isolation (the weak form of stable is used and nothing is said about x when F is composed with other components). When there is no ambiguity, we omit the order relation and simply write x .
Since we are dealing with distributed systems, we assume no variable can be written by more than one component. We consider three kinds of component variables: input ports, output ports and local variables. Input ports can only be read by the component; output ports and local variables can be written by the component and by no other component.
The fact that an output port or a local variable cannot be written by another component is referred to as the locality principle. Formally, if variable v is writable only by component F and env is a possible environment of F (F * env), then:
∀k ::
i.e., v is left unchanged by the statements of F 's environment.
Composition
We use a compositional approach introduced in [6, 7] , based on existential and universal characteristics. A property is existential when it holds in any system in which at least one component has the property. A property is universal when it holds in any system in which all components have the property. Of course, any existential property is also universal. We use the formal definition of [10] which is slightly different from the original definition in [7] :
Another element of the theory is the guarantees operator, from pairs of properties to properties. Given program properties X and Y , the property X guarantees Y is defined by:
Properties of type init, transient and guarantees are existential and properties of type next S , stable S and invariant are universal. All other types are neither existential nor universal, but can appear on any side of guarantees to provide an existential property.
Communication
All the communication involved in a system is described with input and output ports. Formally, an input (resp. output) port is the history of all messages received (resp. sent) through this port. Note that ports are monotonic with respect to the prefix relation. We need to introduce a temporal operator to describe communication delays between these ports, as well as some notations to handle easily finite sequences of messages.
Follows.
To represent the unbounded nondeterministic delay introduced by some components (including the underlying network), we use a follows temporal operator inspired form [12, 9, 13, 37] .
Definition 1 ( ). For any pair of state expressions (in particular variables)
x and 'x, and an order relation 6, we define 'x x (" 'x follows x") with respect to 6 :
Intuitively, 'x x means that x and 'x are nondecreasing and 'x is always trailing x (wrt the order 6), but 'x eventually increases (at least) to the current value of x. Follows can be used in conjunction with functions on histories to describe different kinds of transformational components. Deterministic components are described with specifications of the form "Out f.In", while nondeterministic components use the "f.Out In" form. In particular, network components (unbounded channels) are specified by "Out In."
The following properties are referred to as "follows theorems":
Notations on Histories Definition 2 (/). Given a (finite) sequence Seq and a set S of integers, Seq/S represents the subsequence of Seq for indexes in S:
|Seq/S| = card([1.
.|Seq|] ∩ S) and
|Seq| denotes the length of sequence Seq. Note that we do not force values in S to be valid indexes of Seq. Actually, the condition under which k is a valid
Definition 3 ( R ). Given a binary relation R, we define the corresponding weak prefix relationship between sequences, denoted by R :
Note that = is the traditional prefix relationship. In the paper, we are only using 6 and on sequences of integers.
The Resource Allocation Example

The Different Steps of the Design
We shall design a resource allocation system. We require that all clients handle shared resources correctly.
In a first step, we specify what the clients are doing with respect to these resources (spec. 3 ) and what the correctness constraints of the system are (spec. 2 ). We deduce, in a systematic way, how a resource allocator should behave to provide that correctness (spec. 4 ). We then use a generic network specification (spec. 5 ) and develop a compositional proof to show that if all components satisfy their specifications, then the global system also satisfies its specification (proof C1 sect. 4.2).
Next, we design a resource allocator satisfying the previous specification. We build the general allocator by composing a simpler single-client allocator and some generic components (possibly found in a component library). So, we specify how the single-client allocator should behave (spec. 10 ), pick a generic merge component (spec. 6 ), a generic distributor component (spec. 7 ) and connect all these components with a network (spec. 8 ). We obtain an allocator that enjoys additional properties, compared to the allocator we need for our system. Since such properties may be reused later in another design, we specify formally this resulting allocator (spec. 9 ) and prove that it is actually obtained from the chosen components (proof C2 in [11] ). We also prove that this allocator implements the allocator we needed (proof R1 sect. 5.2).
To complete the development, we have to design a client program and a single-client allocator program. Starting from the specifications we obtained ( 3 and 10 ), we write two programs we hope to satisfy the given specifications. We observe that the resulting programs (prog. sect. 6.1 and prog. sect. 7.1) have more properties than requested. Again, since such properties can be reused, we express formally these behaviors (spec. 11 and spec. 12 ), prove that the texts satisfy these specifications (proofs T1 sect. 6.3 and T2 in [11] ) and, of course, that these specifications are stronger than requested (proofs R2 and R3 in [11] ).
The different steps of this design are summarized in fig. 1 . Each specification n is described in the corresponfing figure fig. n. 
Notations
Resources are modeled as tokens. All tokens are indivisible and identical. Tokens are not created or destroyed. All the messages exchanged between the resource allocator and its clients have the same type: integer (the number of tokens requested, given or released). Tokens.h is the total number of tokens in history h
All clients have the same generic behavior. They send requests for resources through a port ask , receive these resources through a port giv , and release the resources through a port rel. 
From a Resource Allocation System towards an
Allocator and Clients
Components Specifications
The global correctness we expect from the resource allocation system is expressed in the traditional way. A safety property states that clients never share more tokens than there exists in the system. A liveness property guarantees that all client requests are eventually satisfied (Fig. 2) . The client's specification is also intuitive. The safety part is that clients never ask for more tokens than there exist. The liveness part guarantees that clients return all the tokens they get, when these tokens are satisfying a request (unrequested tokens or tokens in insufficient number may not be returned) (Fig. 3) .
true guarantees always ∀k ::
Fig. 3. Client specification (required).
The allocator specification is almost derived from the client specification. In particular, there is a strong correspondence between the right-hand sides of clients guarantees and the left-hand side of the allocator guarantees. The global safety, which is the responsibility (mostly) of the allocator also appears in the specification (Fig. 4) The network specification relies on the follows operator. Output ports are connected to corresponding input ports with which provides both safety and liveness (Fig. 5) . 
Composition Proof
The following two proofs are built as chains. Because they are existential, guarantees properties hold in the global system. Then, applying follows theorems to the right-hand side of a guarantees, we deduce a property that can be injected into the left-hand side of another guarantees property, which allows us to use the right-hand side of this new guarantees property, and so on until we reach the desired global correctness property.
Property (1).
Proof. In the resource allocation system: 
From a Single-Client Allocator to a General Allocator
Components Specifications
The first component we use is a fair merge. It merges N input channels (In) into one output channel (Out). Furthermore, it provides, for each output message, the number of the channel where it comes from (iOut) (Fig. 6 ). This merge component is fair: No input channel can be ignored indefinitely. A merge component is nondeterministic.
true guarantees always |Out| = |iOut| (11) true guarantees always ∀k ::
∀i :: Ini guarantees
Fig . 6 . Merge specification.
The main merge specification is (13) . This specification only constrains values when indexes are present (and indexes when values are present): it requires that there is no value without the corresponding index, and no index without the corresponding value (11). Moreover, specification (13) does not constrain values corresponding to nonvalid indexes. So, we require that there are no nonvalid indexes (12) . Finally, these specifications force the output to be monotonic in length only (some value may still be replaced by another, changing the corresponding index at the same time). Therefore, we add the constraint (10) . We obtain the specification in fig. 6 . The distributor component is the dual of the merge: If the k-th value in iIn is j, then the distributor outputs the k-th value of In to Out j , provided that j is a correct index, i.e. 0 6 j < N. A distributor component is fair: If indexes are present, the input channel cannot be ignored indefinitely. A distributor component is deterministic.
In iIn
Distributor
In
∧ iIn
Fig . 7 . Distributor specification.
The distributor main specification is similar to the corresponding merge specification (Fig. 7) . One important difference is the left-hand side of the guarantees: We have to assume that the indexes provided in iIn are correct. The difficulties we had with the merge, leading us to add several specifications, do not appear here. In particular, the monotonicity of outputs is a theorem.
We now combine these merge and distributor components with a simple allocator that only deals with a unique client. The requests are merged towards this simple allocator. Their origins are transfered directly to a distributor which is responsible for sending the tokens given by the allocator to the right addresses. Releases are also merged towards the simple allocator. Their origins are not used. All four components are connected via a network described with follows relations (Fig. 8) . The allocator we build from this composition provides a specification stronger than the required specification 4 . The difference is that the origin of releases is completely ignored. Therefore, the resulting allocator only cares about the total number of tokens coming back. This allows clients to exchange tokens and a client can return tokens received by another client. This leads to a weaker assumption in the left-hand side of the liveness property (Fig. 9) Fig. 9 . Allocator specification (provided).
The previous construction relies on a single-client allocator. Its specification is derived from specification 9 for N = 1 (Fig. 10) Fig. 10 . Single-client allocator specification (required).
Refinement Proof
We need to show that the provided specification 9 is stronger than the required specification 4 . The only proof obligation is that (17) ⇒ (8) . Since the righthand sides are the same, we have to prove that the left-hand side of (8) is stronger than the left-hand-side of (17) .
Proof.
{lhs of (8) The composition proof, i.e. the proof that the components connected as described in fig. 8 provide the general allocator specification 9 is given in [11] .
Clients
Model
A client has a variable T which represents the size of the next request. We do not specify how T is chosen. However, its value must always be in the range 1..NbT . In the following program, we use the nondeterminism of Unity programs to generate a random value for T . Requests for tokens are built by appending the value of T to the history of requests. There is exactly one rel message produced for each giv message received that satisfies the condition (enough tokens to serve the request). Such a client can send several requests before one request is answered, and can receive several answers before it releases one.
Program Client
Declare giv : input history ; ask , rel : output history ; T : bag of colors; Initially
Provided Specification
The client model provides a different (and stronger) liveness than requested. It is only requested that clients return the right total number of tokens. However, this client always return all the tokens corresponding to a request in a single message (Fig. 11 ). The refinement proof ( 11 ⇒ 3 ) is given in [11] . 
Correctness Proof
Property (21) . Properties in the right-hand side of the guarantees are strongly satisfied by the client text (i.e. the corresponding strong property holds). Because they only refer to local variables, they also hold strongly in other components. Then, since strong stable properties are universal, they hold in the global system.
Property (22).
The same argument is applied, using the following inductive invariant:
which is local and stronger than the required always property.
Property (23).
Lemma 24.
∀h, k ::
Proof. We use the fact that (transient q)
{From the first program statement} is transient for any k Proof (specification (23)). In any composed system: {From lemma (24), existentiality of transient}
The Single-Client Allocator
Model
The allocator uses a variable T to store the number of available tokens. It simply answers an unsatisfied request if there are enough tokens in T . The allocator also looks into its release port and "consumes" messages to increase T . It keeps track of the number of consumed messages in N bR. 
Provided Specification
The previous model provides a specification for the single client allocator stronger than the required specification 10 .
The main difference is that this allocator waits for a request before it sends tokens (27) . This is not explicitly required in specification 10 . Especially, we can imagine an allocator able to guess some clients requests, using, for instance, some knowledge that several clients have exactly the same behavior (client i asked for n tokens, therefore client j will also ask for n tokens.). The only constraint is that tokens given to a client correspond (possibly in the future) to a request from that client. Then, since this allocator does not send tokens without requests, it can expect the return of all the tokens it sent, which changes the left-hand side of the liveness property (28) . Intuitively, this leads to a stronger specification: Never sending tokens without request and expecting the return of all tokens is stronger than only expecting the return of tokens sent in response to a request.
The second (minor) difference is that this allocator always gives exactly the right number of tokens. The resulting specification is summarized in fig. 12 Fig. 12 . Single-client allocator specification (provided).
The refinement proof ( 12 ⇒ 10 ) and the program text correctness proof are given in [11] .
Conclusions
The allocator example illustrates the need, when adopting a component-based design, to switch between top-down and bottom-up approaches.
Designers are given the specification of the global system that they are designing. They propose components which can be composed to obtain the desired system. Some of the components may have been implemented earlier and may be available in a component library. Other components must be designed. These components can be implemented as compositions of other components or directly as programs. This approach is the traditional top-down approach. While building these components (by programming, or by composition), designers adopt the point of view of providers: they look at what they get and express it logically. This corresponds to a bottom-up phase.
Provided specifications and required specifications need not be the same and, in general, they are different. This is because when specifying a required behavior, one does not want to demand too much; and on the other hand, when programming a model, one does not try to obtain the weakest possible solution. If the user and the provider are forced to share some average common specification, they remain unsatisfied: "Why should I ask for things I don't need?", "Why should I hide some properties my program has?". Because we hope for reusability, a component should be finally published with its provided specification, as well as with different weaker specifications. One advantage in publishing these weak specifications is that they may allow a reuse of the component while avoiding either another refinement proof or a complex compositional proof (using directly the provided specification). These weaker specifications can be obtained from previous uses of that component. Another possibility is that the component implementor invests effort in proving several specifications of his component, and hence reduces the work of the composer who can use the most convenient specification.
As we see on the example, this approach requires three kinds of proofs: compositional proofs, to deduce the correctness of a system (or sub-system) from components correctness; refinement proofs to check that bottom-up phases provides components stronger than requested during top-down phases; program text correctness proofs to relate, at the bottom, program texts to logical specifications. The framework we are using, based on Unity, extended with composition operators (guarantees) and a communication abstraction (follows), is able to handle those three types of proofs, while remaining in the minimalist spirit of Unity.
Our goal is to develop methods for building distributed systems from components. It is important to be able to specify components in terms of input and output, and to be able to connect them formally through simple proofs. Combining a temporal operator like follows with some basic sequence properties seems an interesting approach. We are currently investigating how far this approach can go. We would like to express both traditional functional behaviors and useful nondeterministic behaviors (like merge) with a common notation that would be able to handle their interaction nicely.
Another area of interest is universal properties. Throughout the allocator example, all composition aspects are handled with existential properties. Although it it easier to use existential properties than universal properties, it seems that they can become insufficient when dealing with global complex safety properties. We are currently investigating examples involving such global complex safety properties to learn more about universally-based composition [10] .
The motivation for this research is the development of large repositories of software components. Designers can discover implementations of components and use relatively simple compositional structures to create useful software systems. Widespread deployment of such repositories may be years away. Nevertheless, we believe that research to support such repositories is interesting both because it offers intellectually stimulating problems and because it is useful.
We have been working on composition in which shared variables are modified only by one component and read by others. Further, proofs are simplified if these shared variables have a monotonic structure. Existential and universal property types make proof obligations very clear, and these property types yield nice proof rules that appear, at least at this early stage in our investigation, to be well suited for mechanical theorem provers. We have started a collaboration with Larry Paulson who has successfully used Isabelle [33] to prove the correctness of such systems.
Much work remains to be done to achieve our goal of large repositories of software components with their proofs of correctness. This is a step in that direction.
Related Work
Many people have studied methods for designing systems by composition of components [1, 2] and by systematic refinement [3, 4, 16, 35] . A significant amount of work has been done on compositional methods within the Unity framework [14, 15, 28, 27] . Composition using rely/guarantee properties and systematic specifications of interfaces have been proposed by Jones [19, 21, 22, 23, 36] . This paper differs from most of the earlier work in developing the theory of universal and existential properties and the guarantees operator proposed in [7] .
Likewise, compositional software architectures have been covered in great detail with the software engineering community. Excellent overviews of the software process [24] , technology [39] and the academic state of the art [31] are available. Existing solutions primarily focus on software engineering processes (e.g. semi-formal interface specifications [25, 18] ) and language-and architecturebased approaches ( [26, 30] and [8, 32, 38] , respectively). Only recently has work begun to incorporate theoretically grounded compositional concepts into practice [29, 17, 37, 20] .
